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1 > INTRODUCTION
In 2008 the rural team of IFFCO-TOKIO General Insurance Co. Ltd. (IFFCO-TOKIO) faced a dilemma. To fulfil the mission of
IFFCO-TOKIO’s parent company, IFFCO, the team needed to bring the benefits of insurance to cooperative members, and to
expand IFFCO-TOKIO’s rural portfolio, they needed to expand their bancassurance business and enlist rural cooperative
banks as distribution partners. To attract cooperative banks as partners, they needed to offer products to cover all assets for
which banks provided loans. The problem was that cooperative banks’ portfolios were filled with cattle loans, and IFFCOTOKIO did not offer any livestock insurance.
IFFCO-TOKIO is a joint venture in India between the Indian Farmers Fertilizer Cooperative Ltd (IFFCO) and Tokio Marine
and Nichido Fire Inc. of Japan. IFFCO-TOKIO has a strong interest in providing insurance cover for rural farmers because of
the relationship between its parent company, IFFCO, and the rural sector. IFFCO consists of 40,000 farmers' cooperatives
and is the world’s largest cooperative manufacturer of fertilizer as well as the world’s largest cooperative.
IFFCO-TOKIO started its rural products business in 2001 with Sankatharan Bima, an accidental death and disability cover
bundled with fertilizer bags. Currently IFFCO-TOKIO provides property and personal accident cover for individuals and
groups, and agricultural insurance products including weather and rainfall index insurance as part of its rural portfolio (see
Annex 1 for a full list of IFFCO-TOKIO’s rural products).
IFFCO-TOKIO knew that it needed to provide livestock insurance to become an attractive insurance partner for cooperative
banks, but was wary of the challenges facing livestock insurance in India and elsewhere, such as:
• Absence of actuarial pricing data: Limited to no mortality risk data makes pricing difficult.
• Difficulty in valuation: The value of cattle is correlated with its age, health and production capacity. The value of
each cattle needs to be assessed as it can vary by geographical areas and there is limited information on market
prices.
•

Identification of animals: Accurately identifying cattle is a challenge, increasing the risk of moral hazard and
fraudulent practices.

•

Monitoring and verification: To combat fraudulent claims, insurers need to monitor tagging, valuation and risk
calculation. Insurers might need to appoint their own veterinarians or agents to properly monitor these processes.

•

High operational cost: Operational processes related to enrolment and claims settlement can be labour-intensive
and expensive. Verification of a loss in remote rural areas for one to two insured animals can be a considerable
transaction cost (Sharma and Mude, 2012).

These challenges prevent the expansion of livestock insurance, in spite of the clear need for such cover. About one billion
people, or about 70 per cent of the world’s 1.4 billion people living in extreme poverty, depend on livestock for their
livelihood (Delgado et al., 1999). In India approximately 100 million people rely on livestock as their primary or secondary
source of income, yet only seven per cent of the livestock are insured (Sharma, 2010).
A typical cattle owner in India is a small farmer who owns one or two cattle. The farmer raises cattle as part of a mixed
farming system comprising of crop and livestock production. The regular livestock income generated through the sale of milk is
used to supplement seasonal farming income. With small farmers generating nearly half of their income from livestock (Sharma,
2010) and the value of cattle representing a substantial percentage of the farmer’s wealth, the death of cattle poses a
considerable risk and affects the farmer’s net worth and income. In fact, livestock rearing is riskier than agriculture because the
death of cattle leads to permanent asset erosion and can have longer-term consequences than the seasonal loss of income
resulting from a failed crop (Ruchismita and Churchill, 2012). The risk is greater when the livestock is purchased with a loan
because the household has the additional responsibility of repaying a loan without access to the asset that was meant to
generate the income for the repayments.
Given this dependence on livestock, insurance solutions that protect farmers in the event of a loss deserve attention. This case
presents one such solution. It outlines IFFCO-TOKIO’s pilot of livestock insurance using a radio-frequency identification device
as the identification mechanism. After 27 months of testing IFFCO-TOKIO has successfully:
3
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Insured 28,136 cattle with a gross written premium of US$ 496,0001
Educated farmers about the benefits of the RFID technology and used it as a marketing advantage
Monitored its processes to reduce fraud and control claims (claims ratio of 35 per cent)
Improved the business viability of the product (combined ratio of 118 per cent)
Improved the client value proposition through product and process changes that led to doorstep enrolment and
claims services and faster claims processing
Used the livestock product as a strategic advantage to attract new distribution partners and expand to new areas

The encouraging results highlight the need to pilot, adapt processes, learn from the field, and balance client value and
business viability. While the project at first glance appears to be a technology project, the real value of the technology has
been allowing the insurer to change business processes.
The case outlines the lessons learnt during the implementation of the pilot. Section 2 provides a background on livestock
insurance in India. Section 3 describes the product and the RFID technology. Section 4 outlines the distribution strategy and
reasons why IFFCO-TOKIO decided to work with cooperative banks. Sections 5 and 6 outline the changes in the enrolment
and claims processes. Lessons related to pricing are outlined in Section 7. Sections 8 and 9 discuss business viability and client
value improvements, and Section 10 concludes with IFFCO-TOKIO’s plans for the future.

1

A conversion rate of INR 47 to US$ 1 is used in this case.
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2 > LIVESTOCK INSURANCE IN INDIA
Of the livestock insurance products in India, 90 per cent are delivered through the bancassurance model with financial
institutions such as cooperative banks, commercial banks and microfinance institutions serving as distribution channels.
Since 1971 the Indian Government has catalysed the livestock insurance market through the Small Farmers’ Development
Agency, which has introduced various schemes for livestock-rearing farmers by providing funding for the purchase of livestock
through loans and a premium subsidy for the insurance cover. In 2005-06 public insurers covered approximately 80 per cent
of the 7.9 million insured cattle. Despite their market dominance, public insurers have introduced few modifications in product
design. In 2007, after the insurance regulator removed the restrictions on premium rates, six private insurers (including IFFCOTOKIO) entered the livestock insurance market (Ruchismita and Churchill, 2012).
Livestock insurance in India has a history of high claims ratios. While it is difficult for private insurers to get historic claims data,
it is acknowledged that public insurers frequently experience claims ratios of 150 to 350 per cent. A major reason for fraud is
the difficulty in identifying whether the animal in the claim is the insured cattle. At enrolment insurers provide farmers with
plastic tags to clip to the ear of the cattle. Often the process is not monitored and the farmer may not tag the cattle at all,
effectively allowing the household to insure the full herd for the cost of one animal by simply filing a claim for the first cattle
that dies. Alternatively, farmers may cut the tagged ears of live animals and submit them for claims. Fraud can also be
conducted by the distribution channel. If the cattle loan is used for a purpose other than to buy cattle, bank staff may retain
the tag for this “paper cow” and submit it for a claim in the event of the death of an uninsured animal. Veterinarians can be
accessories to fraud by providing false death certificates for a fee (Ruchismita and Churchill, 2012). Even in genuine loss cases
it can be difficult to verify whether the death was due to reasons covered in the policy, because insurers receive notification
of the claim several days after the event, by which time the farmers have already disposed the carcass.
To mitigate the risk of fraud IFFCO-TOKIO believed that it needed to control the enrolment and claims processes. Its
involvement during the enrolment process would ensure that the correct animal was tagged, and during the claims process it
could ensure that the animal being claimed for was insured. IFFCO-TOKIO knew that it would be difficult to change existing
practices without a compelling reason.

CLIENT VALUE
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3 > PRODUCT AND TECHNOLOGY
To address the identification challenge IFFCO-TOKIO decided to use a new technology, Radio Frequency Identification
Devices (RFIDs). It launched a product in 2009, called Pashu Dhan Bima (livestock-wealth insurance), to pilot the use of the
technology and related processes. The pilot targeted 25,000 small farmers in the states of Gujarat, Punjab, Maharashtra,
Rajasthan and Orissa. The impetus for the pilot was an innovation grant provided by the ILO’s Microinsurance Innovation
Facility (see Box 1).
Box 1: A note for donors
IFFCO-TOKIO’s rural team had difficulty convincing IFFCO-TOKIO underwriters of the feasibility of livestock insurance
because of their previous experience with livestock insurance when working with public insurers. The rural team was only
able to convince management and underwriters to try livestock insurance because of the funding IFFCO-TOKIO
received from the ILO’s Microinsurance Innovation Facility. IFFCO-TOKIO applied for a small grant because money was
not the main constraint. The team needed to test whether better identification and greater control could reduce claims
costs and it needed outside support to help them make the case within the organization. When the grant was approved
the rural team was able to cite external support and international recognition for the project and was, in a way,
compelled to implement the project.
This is a useful lesson for donors. Money is not always the most important contribution; sometimes it is more important to
create a partnership that provides champions within the organization with leverage to promote the desired objective.

Pashu Dhan Bima covers death of cattle due to disease or accident (see Table 1 and Annex 2 for details). It is a one-year
credit-linked cover for farmers with cattle loans. The sum assured is the value of the loan; if the value of the cattle is higher
than the loan, the farmer bears the difference as the policy only covers the loan value. The farmer has the option to opt for a
higher sum insured based on the valuation of the cattle.
IFFCO-TOKIO decided not to cover Permanent Total Disability (PTD) during the pilot in order to keep the product simple for
clients and staff. PTD refers to infertility and stoppage in milk production. While this cover is beneficial for farmers, it is difficult
to assess. Moreover, animal death remains the main concern for farmers and IFFCO-TOKIO wanted to gain a better
understanding of true mortality rates (without fraud) before expanding the cover.
The product is similar to traditional livestock products offered by public insurers, with one exception, explained in Box 2.
Box 2: Removing exclusions
The second claim received by IFFCO-TOKIO related to the death of a pregnant cow. IFFCO-TOKIO could have
refused to pay the full amount because of a clause in the policy that stated that only 50 per cent of the sum assured
should be paid if the cattle dies while pregnant. This clause was grandfathered from earlier livestock policies. The
rationale for the clause was to induce farmers to take special care during pregnancy, a time of higher risk. The IFFCOTOKIO rural team felt that the farmer did not need this incentive. The cattle would be more productive after the
pregnancy, so the farmer already had the incentive to take care of it. IFFCO-TOKIO decided to pay the full claim
amount and removed the clause from the policy. It has not received another claim for pregnancy-related death.
To set the initial premium IFFCO-TOKIO tried to source past loss ratio data of public sector insurers from various cattle
intermediaries, but this was challenging. With access to limited to no actuarial data, the market rates of private insurers (five to
seven per cent) served as the best starting point for the product. IFFCO-TOKIO started with a discounted premium of three to
five per cent of sum assured in order to attract cooperative banks to try the new RFID technology.
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Table 1: Pashu Dhan Bima
Feature

Detail

Eligibility

•
•

Benefits

•
•

Premium

•
•

Credit-linked for farmers with cattle loans
Age of cattle
o Buffalo: 3 to 12 years
o Cow: 2 to 10 years
Death due to disease or accident
Sum assured is loan value (during claim settlement the bank
receives outstanding loan, the rest is credited to farmer’s
account)
3% to 5% of sum assured
Paid on an annual basis

Exclusions

•
•

Waiting period: 15 days after tagging
No waiting period in case of accidental death

The RFID technology consists of a microchip within a capsule. The capsule is inserted beneath the hide of the cattle behind the
auricular (ear) area with the help of a syringe. Each chip is identifiable through a unique number readable using a RFID
reader. Since the RFID capsule is inserted beneath the skin of the animal, the risk of it falling off or being removed is mitigated.
The RFID tagging process is considered less painful than plastic tags for the animal. With ear tags it was common for the milk
production of animals to reduce for a few days after the tagging because of the trauma of the experience.

CLIENT VALUE
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4 > DISTRIBUTION
IFFCO-TOKIO wanted to leverage the cooperative bank structure in India to distribute its rural and bancassurance products.
IFFCO-TOKIO’s bias towards cooperative banks was due to relationships that its parent company, IFFCO, already had with
cooperatives. IFFCO-TOKIO considered partnering with microfinance institutions, but after an initial evaluation it decided to
focus on cooperative banks during the pilot, as its culture was better aligned with cooperative banks.

4.1

COOPERATIVE BANKS AND MILK SOCIETIES

Box 3 provides an overview of the cooperative bank structure in India. Funding for rural development activities is channelled
through the cooperative bank system. At the local level farmers access the funds through Primary Agricultural Credit
Cooperative Societies (referred to generically as “cooperative banks” in this paper). These banks offer loans to members for
agriculture and related activities, such as purchase of tractors, farming equipment, fertilizers, seeds, and livestock. The loans
are insured with credit-linked insurance products that are provided by an insurer. Livestock loans constitute about five per cent
of the loan portfolio. While this is a small percentage, it is important for insurers to be able to cover these loans because banks
prefer to partner with one insurer that provides cover for all the product types.

8
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Box 3: Cooperative bank structure in India

National Bank For Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) is an apex development bank with a
mandate to facilitate credit for promotion and development of agriculture, small-scale industries, cottage
and village industries, handicrafts and other rural crafts. It acts as the regulator for cooperative banks.
The Reserve Bank of India assists the cooperative structure by providing concessional finance through
NABARD in the form of loans for agricultural activities.
State Cooperative Bank governs the cooperative banking structure at the state level. Its funds are
obtained from share capital, deposits, loans and overdrafts from the Reserve Bank of India through
NABARD. The state cooperative bank lends money to central cooperative banks.
Central Cooperative Bank is the apex level bank for each district, situated at the headquarters of the
district. CCB boards consist of individuals of sufficient influence and business capacity in addition to
representatives of primary credit societies. These banks provide finance to member societies within the
limits of the borrowing capacity of societies.
CLIENT VALUE
Primary Agricultural Credit Cooperative Society is an association of farmers residing in a particular
village or locality. The funds of the society are derived from the share capital and deposits of members
and loans from central cooperative banks. The loans are given to members for agriculture and allied
activities such as crop loans for purchase of fertilizers, pesticides, seeds and tools, cattle loans and
tractor loans.

In many areas cooperative banks provide loans to farmers through milk producer cooperative societies, which are communitybased cooperatives consisting of dairy farmers as members. Milk cooperative societies purchase milk from members on a daily
basis. Payments are based on the quantity and quality (percentage of fat content) of the milk. The societies also provide
members with technical advice and veterinarian services. From IFFCO-TOKIO’s perspective, the milk cooperative societies
serve an important aggregation function as they allow IFFCO-TOKIO to access multiple farmers at one time, making it more
cost-efficient for IFFCO-TOKIO to market, sell and service the product.

9
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4.2

ITIS AND RELATIONSHIP EXECUTIVES

IFFCO-TOKIO decided to use IFFCO-TOKIO Insurance Services Ltd (ITIS) to distribute its rural and bancassurance products
(see Figure 1). ITIS is a wholly owned subsidiary of IFFCO-TOKIO. It acts as IFFCO-TOKIO’s retail marketing arm in small cities
and rural communities. The ITIS structure includes 120 Lateral Service Centres and 258 Bima Kendras. Lateral Service Centres
cover one to two districts and oversee Bima Kendras. Bima Kendras are one or two person offices housed in a cooperative
bank, cooperative society, or IFFCO’s farmers service centre. The Bima Kendra provides insurance products to cover the loans
offered by the bank. In addition to livestock insurance the Bima Kendra offers products to cover motor, property, and trade
loans that form part of IFFCO-TOKIO’s bancassurance portfolio. Bima Kendras usually service multiple bank branches,
cooperative agents and tractor dealers in rural areas.
Each Bima Kendra is run by Bima Sahayaks (Relationship Executives) who are responsible for all the interactions between
IFFCO-TOKIO and clients. Relationship Executives market, sell and service all the products offered through the Bima Kendra
and are the face of IFFCO-TOKIO for clients.
Figure 1: ITIS structure

Figure 2 outlines the process used to enlist cooperative banks and milk cooperative societies. Lateral Service Centres and
Bima Kendras market the product to cooperative banks and milk societies that could be potential partners. Society leaders act
as a liaison between the bank and farmers and play an important role in the selection of the insurer. IFFCO-TOKIO needs to
educate and convince them about IFFCO-TOKIO, the product, and the technology. A milk cooperative society leader can
influence the success or failure of the programme depending on how diligently the leader is willing to promote insurance to
members. A leader who understands the value of insurance and is willing to champion it can greatly influence the knowledge
and acceptance of IFFCO-TOKIO and the product among members.

10
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Figure 2: Distribution channel setset-up process

CLIENT VALUE

Once partners are convinced, the Lateral Service Centre submits a proposal with details on the potential loan and cattle
portfolio (for example, mix of breed) as well as the suggested price and commission. IFFCO-TOKIO’s rural team reviews and
modifies the proposal based on whether it feels the price is appropriate for the risk profile of the portfolio. Once IFFCOTOKIO’s rural team approves the cooperative bank and milk society, the related Bima Kendra conducts an awareness session
at the village. All members of the milk societies are invited to attend. The Relationship Executive presents information on
IFFCO-TOKIO and various products offered by IFFCO-TOKIO, including the Pashu Dhan Bima. The Relationship Executive
uses banners and leaflets to explain the product, benefits, exclusions, and claims processes (Annex 3 for examples of brochures
used). Awareness sessions are also conducted at district-level meetings and cattle fairs.
IFFCO-TOKIO’s links with IFFCO and the ITIS have contributed to the success of the pilot. The IFFCO brand is known and
trusted in rural India, providing IFFCO-TOKIO with an advantage over other insurers. The ITIS infrastructure has allowed
IFFCO-TOKIO to establish field-level operations and use its own employees during the enrolment and claims process. Having
the Relationship Executives as employees also allows IFFCO-TOKIO to use multiple ways to motivate them (for example,
career advancement, promotion, and bonus). Relationship Executives are committed to the livestock product as they view it as
an important component of their product portfolio.
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5 > ENROLMENT
IFFCO-TOKIO’s control of the enrolment process is one of the major breakthroughs of this project, as it is a complete
departure from how livestock insurance is usually offered in India. In most insurance schemes bank managers and veterinarians
control the enrolment process with little involvement from the insurer.
By involving Relationship Executives in the process, IFFCO-TOKIO was able to establish much greater control over the entire
value chain. It convinced the bank managers and farmers that given the technical nature of the tagging process, its
representative needed to be present during the enrolment process to ensure that tagging was done properly. This allowed
IFFCO-TOKIO to ensure that the correct cattle were tagged. While the process provides greater control, it has implications
for costs and scalability as discussed in Sections 7 and 10.
A typical enrolment involves the following steps (see Figure 3):
The cooperative bank informs Relationship Executives of new cattle that need to be enrolled based on cattle loans given
by the bank. In most cases a cluster of loans is offered at one time, making the process more efficient.
The Relationship Executive and a veterinarian travel to the farmer’s location. The Relationship Executive explains the
insurance product and the RFID injection process. In many cases this information is not new, as the farmer has already
attended an awareness meeting. The bank manager or the milk society leader also provides information about the
product during loan disbursement.
The veterinary doctor injects the RFID capsule behind the right ear of the cattle. The Relationship Executive takes a
picture of the animal along with the RFID reading for IFFCO-TOKIO’s records. The Relationship Executive demonstrates
the identification number reading to the farmer and provides him with the RFID sticker.
The Relationship Executive explains the claims process and provides the toll-free number to contact along with his
personal number. The veterinarian issues the health certificate of the cattle. The Relationship Executive completes the
enrolment forms with the farmer’s and cattle’s details.
The Relationship Executive submits all the documentation to IFFCO-TOKIO’s Strategic Business Unit. Once the policy is
issued it is sent to the LSC/Bima Kendra and then the bank/cooperative society or client, depending on the arrangement.
Online policy generation has been introduced in some Bima Kendras. This allows the Bima Kendra to issue the policy
directly, substantially reducing the turn-around-time.
The process can vary by area. In certain areas IFFCO-TOKIO takes advantage of cattle fairs to enrol multiple farmers in one
location. Farmers purchase cattle in the fairs using loans that have been recently granted. The bank manager notifies the
Relationship Executive of the eligible farmers in advance. Once the cattle sale is finalized, veterinarians tag the cattle and
Relationship Executives enrol multiple farmers at the same location, making the process cost-effective.
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Figure 3: Enrolment process
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IFFCO-TOKIO issues a group policy in the name of the cooperative society with the farmers listed as beneficiaries of the
policy (see Annex 4 for the enrolment form). One policy can include up to 10 cattle belonging to different farmers. All farmers
must be members of the same milk society. Each animal is identifiable through the unique RFID chip number. Issuing the policy
at the level of the cooperative society has eased the policy administration for IFFCO-TOKIO. It has also helped to gain the
trust of cooperative societies as they rarely get a copy of the insurance policy from other insurers.
Over time IFFCO-TOKIO has streamlined the process. Many of the improvements were based on feedback from Relationship
Executives and their experiences from the field. IFFCO-TOKIO’s rural team communicated regularly with Relationship
Executives and was, over time, able to institutionalize these innovations into standard operating procedures (see Box 4).

Box 4: Stories from the field: learning along the way
Injecting a tiny syringe in a 550 kg animal is a formidable task. At the start there was no experience within the team on
how to tag cattle. Veterinarians should have been best placed to perform this task, but they were reluctant to take it on.
Hence, the responsibility to learn how to tag fell to the IFFCO-TOKIO rural team. It was a painful (literally) process
involving broken fingers. Tagging could take up to an hour for cattle that were “mischievous”. IFFCO-TOKIO questioned
the feasibility of the technology and the project almost ended before it started.
The project succeeded due to the persistence of the team. IFFCO-TOKIO hired a qualified veterinarian within its rural
team to train Relationship Executives and veterinarians and guide them through the process. As the team gained
experience they found ways to make the process more efficient. They learnt to tie the animal to a tree away from other
cattle to keep it relaxed, to hold its head and cover the right eye to prevent injury, and to re-take the reading after 15
minutes to ensure that the animal did not drop the chip before it was embedded properly.

14
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6 > CLAIM SETTLEMENT
As with the enrolment process, IFFCO-TOKIO redesigned the claims process to gain greater control. The claims process
typically involves the following steps (see Figure 4):
The farmer informs the bank manager or milk society leader about the death of the cattle. The farmer, bank manager or
society leader calls the Relationship Executive.
The Relationship Executive visits the farmer within four to six hours of notification, usually with a veterinarian. The four to six
hour timeframe is a requirement for Relationship Executives within IFFCO-TOKIO’s policy guidelines.
The Relationship Executive and veterinarian inspect the carcass. The Relationship Executive takes a reading of the RFID
chip and verifies the reading with the identification number on the policy.
Once the death is verified as a genuine claim, the Relationship Executive helps the farmer complete the claim
documentation (see Annex 5 for forms used in the claims settlement process). A post-mortem report or death certificate is
issued by the veterinarian and a spot-check form is completed by the Relationship Executive. The post-mortem document
or death certificate is required by the bank. From IFFCO-TOKIO’s perspective the spot-check form is the most important
document as it confirms the Relationship Executive’s presence at the time of claim. The form includes a photo of the
carcass and the RFID reading. Just as for enrolment, all expenses are borne by IFFCO-TOKIO, including the veterinarian’s
fees and post mortem cost.
The documents are sent to the IFFCO-TOKIO’s Customer Service Centre for claim processing. In some states IFFCOTOKIO allows scanned copies of documents to be used during claims settlement, reducing the processing time. In states
with a high historic fraud rates physical documents have to be sent.
Once approved, a cheque is mailed to the farmer or the bank, depending on the arrangement.

CLIENT VALUE
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Figure 4: Claims process

During the pilot most claims were processed in 8 to 30 days. Improvements such as RFID identification, verification by the
Relationship Executive within four to six hours of notification, and fewer documentation requirements, have helped to reduce
the processing time. This has led to improvements in client value, especially when considering that the claims turnaround
period could take up to six months in other livestock policies. IFFCO-TOKIO acknowledges that there is room to make the
process more efficient. It might not be necessary to have a post-mortem requirement for every claim and veterinarians could
only be involved during suspicious claims. The challenge is that the post-mortem documentation is a requirement of the
cooperative banks, and is therefore difficult to remove.
16
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6.1

USE OF VETERINARIANS

A common question facing livestock insurers in India is how to use veterinarians. It is difficult for private insurers to find qualified
veterinarians that are willing to work in rural areas. For farmers, using veterinarians to issue health certificates at the time of
enrolment or a death certificate during claims is an expensive proposition, as the veterinarian’s fee of INR 500 (US$ 11) could
equal 50 to 60 per cent of the annual premium. For insurers, veterinarians also pose a threat to the viability of the scheme if
they collude with farmers or banks, as experienced by public insurers.
Despite the challenges, IFFCO-TOKIO could not ignore veterinarians completely because of their influence in rural areas and
because of the nature of the RFID technology. Since the RFID tag needed to be injected, a veterinarian’s expertise was
needed to oversee the process and lend credibility to build farmer’s confidence. In the state of Kerala, for instance, farmers
only allow trained veterinarians to touch their cattle.
The challenge for IFFCO-TOKIO was to make use of veterinarians in a cost-efficient and reliable way. IFFCO-TOKIO needed
to change the power dynamics between veterinarians and farmers. It decided to contract veterinarians directly and not rely
on farmers or cooperative banks to find them. IFFCO-TOKIO hired retired veterinarians and veterinarians with a social
objective that were interested in working in the areas. It absorbed the veterinarian fees, thereby significantly reducing the
transaction costs for farmers. As IFFCO-TOKIO promised the veterinarians multiple enrolment fees in one visit, it was able to
negotiate the fees from INR 500 (US$ 10) to INR 100 (US$ 2) per tagging.

6.2

THE RFID TECHNOLOGY

One of the big unknowns of the pilot was how farmers would react to the RFID technology. Would farmers accept a piece of
metal being injected into their animals? Results from a qualitative study and IFFCO-TOKIO’s own experiences indicate that
farmers are satisfied with the technology because of the following factors:
• RFID chips are less painful than plastic tags. Farmers reported that the traditional method of attaching the plastic
tags to ears was painful and resulted in loss of milk yield for a day or two. The RFID implantation is a painless
procedure that does not cause loss of yield.
• The plastic tags could get lost or damaged. The RFID is more secure as it is injected beneath the hide.
• The RFID chip is not visible, hiding the fact that the animal was bought with a loan. IFFCO-TOKIO used to receive
calls from farmers about how plastic ear tags hurt the farmer’s reputation as the external tag indicates that the
farmer had taken a loan to buy the animal.
• An additional, though unexplored, benefit is the potential to use the RFID chip to store information about the animal,
such as vaccinations and illness history, that could be used by farmers and milk societies to improve herd
CLIENT VALUE
management.
The technology proved to be reliable during the pilot. While processing one claim, the Relationship Executive was not able to
detect the RFID chip with the reader. IFFCO-TOKIO ordered a post-mortem to verify whether there was a problem with the
chip and reader. The post-mortem revealed no chip in the cattle. Further investigation revealed that the farmer had sold the
insured animal and had, in error, filed the claim for an uninsured animal. In another instance, a farmer owned four cattle, out of
which two were insured. When one of the uninsured cattle died, the farmer injected a RFID chip on his own and filed a claim.
IFFCO-TOKIO’s RFID reader was not able to detect the chip and hence IFFCO-TOKIO ordered another post-mortem. The
retrieved chip was sent to the manufacturer for authentication. It was revealed that the chip was not implanted by IFFCOTOKIO. In both these cases, having an invisible tag led to confusion and had the potential to create distrust about the
technology. IFFCO-TOKIO realized that it needed to confirm that the technology was not at fault, leading to the decision to
perform post-mortems. IFFCO-TOKIO did not need to conduct the post-mortem as it could have simply rejected the claim.
However, it needed to verify the technology for its own purpose and also to mitigate any doubts within the community.
The technology has been accepted by Relationship Executives, Lateral Service Centres, and Customer Service Centres, which
process claims. Relationship Executives and Lateral Service Centres use RFID in their marketing campaigns to cooperative
banks and milk societies. They see the technology as the unique selling proposition of the product.
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7 > PRICING
When IFFCO-TOKIO set its initial pricing based on market rates it was not sure whether the premium could cover the risk, as
the high level of fraud masked the real mortality rate of cattle. During the pilot IFFCO-TOKIO monitored the performance of
the product and found the overall mortality rate (around 1.5 per cent) was better than expected, especially the mortality rate
of indigenous breeds (less than 1 per cent). India has a high number of indigenous animals compared to cross–breeds (or high
yielding breeds). Indigenous breeds are sturdier and better suited to the tropical climate but have lower productivity. Crossbreeds and exotic breeds tend to produce more milk but have a higher mortality rate because of their inability to cope with
high temperatures.
The experience during the pilot suggests that “rich farmers are poor risk, poor farmers are rich risk”. IFFCO-TOKIO believes
this is because small farmers take better care of their cattle as they are greatly dependent on them for their livelihood. Also,
where cattle are considered holy, there is a low chance of moral hazard in terms of lack of care. Larger farmers and
organized dairy farms are more likely to look upon cattle purely as a productive asset. These farmers are prone to using
production-enhancing techniques (such as hormone injections) that might have adverse health effects. In large farms cattle are
kept close to one another, leading to increased chances of disease spreading among the animals.
One benefit of working with large farmers, however, is the demonstration effect it generates on small farmers, as small
farmers are keen to emulate the practices of large farmers. In Punjab IFFCO-TOKIO was able to use its experience with one
of the largest dairies to convince small farmers to adopt the technology.
Ideally IFFCO-TOKIO would like to introduce differential pricing for large and small farmers and breed of cattle, but this is
not easy because the distribution channel is reluctant to introduce a price difference between its members. Another
complication is that some farmers own both indigenous and cross-breeds and offering different prices could be confusing.
IFFCO-TOKIO believes the premium should factor the parameters outlined in Table 2.
Table 2: Pricing parameters
Parameter

Correlation
with risk

Cattle breed:
Indigenous
CrossCross-breed
Temperature
Fraud history of region

+
+
+

Farmer experience with cattle
Women involved in rearing

-

Explanation

Indigenous cattle especially buffaloes are hardy and
suited to the Indian climate
Higher mortality rates in hotter climates
Gujarat has higher fraud incidence than Orissa, for
instance
Experienced farmers are better risks
Women are better caretakers as they are attached to
cattle. One public insurer liked to say, “if you want to
know if the claim is genuine, go to the back of the
house and see if the woman of the house is crying”
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> BUSINESS VIABILITY
Table 3 presents the income statement for the pilot.
Table 3: Income statement
INCOME STATEMENT

US$

DETAILS

PREMIUM
Gross premiums

496 372

Unearned premium reserve

-142 471

Net earned premium

28,138 cattle insured

353 901

CLAIMS
Gross claims paid
Outstanding claims reserve
Net incurred claims

118 035

194 claims paid, 7 rejected

1 691
119 726

Claims ratio = 35%

Personnel expenses

106 478

Administrative expenses

143 296

100% project manager time, 20%
Relationship Executive time
Tagging fee to vets, cost of RFID readers
and chips, post mortem fees, travel,
village meetings etc.
10% paid to cooperative banks

OPERATING EXPENSES

Commission expenses

8.1

49 637

Total operating expenses

299 411

Expense ratio = 84%

NET INCOME
INCOME

-65 236

Combined ratio = 118%

EXPENSE ALLOCATION

The expense allocation for Relationship Executives’ salaries is based on the amount of time that Relationship Executives spend
on the livestock products. Relationship Executives spend almost 20 per cent of their time on the livestock portfolio, even though
livestock makes up about five per cent of their portfolio, because of their extensive involvement in the enrolment and claims
processes.
CLIENT VALUE

When IFFCO-TOKIO assesses the viability of the product, it views the viability from the point of view of the Bima Kendra. The
Relationship Executive is responsible for the complete range of products offered by the Bima Kendra including motor, personal
accident, trade and livestock. From IFFCO-TOKIO’s perspective it is difficult to remove any of these product lines if it wants to
work with cooperative banks. Hence, IFFCO-TOKIO evaluates viability for the Bima Kendra as a single unit, rather than as
individual products. It allocates expenses proportional to the premium collected, not actual time spent on each product.
Livestock constitutes about five per cent of this portfolio and IFFCO-TOKIO therefore allocates five per cent of the
Relationship Executive’s time to livestock products, rather than the 20 per cent included in the calculations in Table 3.
By allocating expenses proportional to premium (rather than time), IFFCO-TOKIO effectively cross-subsidizes the livestock
portfolio with the rest of the bancassurance products. IFFCO-TOKIO is comfortable with the cross-subsidization because of
the strategic importance of livestock insurance in enrolling cooperative banks as partners. Without livestock there would not
be a bancassurance portfolio, as cooperative banks would not partner with IFFCO-TOKIO.
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Table 4: Project income statement
Indicator
Total number of cattle insured
Total number of beneficiaries
Growth ratio
premium
Earned prem
ium
Net income ratio
Incurred expense ratio
Incurred claims ratio
Number of claims paid
Claims rejection ratio

8.2

PhasePhase-I
As of Mar. 2010
2 355
947
0%
US$ 9 964
-456.8%
521.5%
35.2%
3
0%

PhasePhase-II
As of Mar. 2011
17 435
11 290
148%
US$ 93 618
-65.5%
122.7%
42.8%
115
4%

PhasePhase-III
As of Oct. 2011
28 136
16 799
112%
US$ 353 901
-18.4%
84.6%
33.8%
194
3.5%

SCALE

From IFFCO-TOKIO’s perspective the most important indicator to control is the claims ratio: if claims can be monitored and
the related processes controlled, the Bima Kendra is likely to be profitable with scale. During the pilot (see Table 4), the
expense ratio fell from 521 per cent in Phase I to 84.6 per cent in Phase III, as the initial fixed costs related to technology and
project management were spread across a larger number of policies. The expense ratio of 84.6 per cent is still high, but is
likely to fall as the RFID technology becomes cheaper. The cost of readers and chips has fallen by 50 per cent since the
project started. The cost of readers reduced from INR 12,000 to INR 6,500 (US$ 255 to US$ 138) and the cost of chips fell
from INR 150 to INR 80 (US$ 3 to US$ 1.7). Other insurers have started using RFID technology and the cost is likely to fall
further as new technology providers enter the market.
While scale will help make the product viable, other innovations might be needed to improve cost-effectiveness, such as:
1) Multi-year policies that allow the enrolment and RFID chip costs to be amortized over multi-year premiums. As IFFCOTOKIO gains a better understanding of mortality rates it can introduce multi-year policies that match the loan period (typically
three years). The multi-year policies can be offered at a discounted rate since the fixed tagging cost can be deferred over
multiple years. IFFCO-TOKIO plans to implement three-year policies in Rajasthan in 2012.
2) Intensive growth within existing areas. To leverage its investments in the Bima Kendra and the technology (RFID readers),
IFFCO-TOKIO needs to enroll more cattle in the areas where it already has a presence. One way to do this is by working
with other distribution channels in the areas, such as microfinance institutions.
3) Selective use of veterinarians during the enrolment and claim settlement. As Relationship Executives become more
experienced they should be able to manage routine tagging and claims settlement processes. Veterinarians can then only be
used during special cases, for example when the cattle to be enrolled might seem unhealthy or when the death seems
suspicious.
4) During the pilot IFFCO-TOKIO was not able to implement a systematic renewal process because its focus was on new
policy generation. Renewals were initiated by milk cooperative societies and farmers rather than Relationship Executives. As
the programme matures and expands, IFFCO-TOKIO needs to standardize the renewal process. Increasing renewals will
improve the expense ratio, as the enrolment and technology costs will be spread across multi-year premiums.
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> CLIENT VALUE
The case illustrates the link between client value and business viability. IFFCO-TOKIO started offering the product because it
wanted to attract a specific distribution channel. Along the way it made several product and process changes in order to
make operations more efficient and to improve the viability of the product. Several of these business-motivated decisions have
had a positive impact on the client value of the product (see Table 5). These are encouraging developments because, while
the sector has many stories of the trade-offs between business viability and client value, there are few experiences
highlighting the positive correlation between the two dimensions. The client value improvements2 are even more interesting
because they are tied to a product that is mandatory. Often mandatory products are ignored when insurers are trying to think
of ways to improve client value. From a business perspective it makes sense to start with a simple mandatory product when
entering a new market. If insurers are able to provide client value from their mandatory products, they can set the stage for
more complex, voluntary offerings.
The following activities have affected client value and business viability:
Removal of the 50 per cent clause during pregnancy: IFFCO-TOKIO’s removal of the clause (see Box 2) had minimal impact
on business viability, as it has thus far received only one claim for cattle that died during pregnancy. IFFCO-TOKIO believes
that the removal of this clause has an important effect on client value, because clients are covered during a period when
cattle are most vulnerable. Removing a clause also has an impact on perceived client value, as Relationship Executives do not
need to defend this clause when explaining the policy. It removed an opportunity for clients to question the value of the policy
during enrolment.
Faster claims processing: IFFCO-TOKIO has processed most claims in 8 to 30 days. This improvement is largely due to the
change in the process that requires Relationship Executives to visit the farmer within six hours of notification. The process has
also improved because the people adjudicating the claims trust that the claims are genuine (due to the technology and
greater control by IFFCO-TOKIO) and are therefore likely to process them more quickly.
Door-to-door service for clients: IFFCO-TOKIO’s desire to have greater control and its use of Relationship Executives has
helped farmers because now they do not need to travel to get enrolled or have their claims processed. All interactions with
farmers happen within the farmer’s own community. This is especially important for claims processing, where the farmer simply
needs to make a phone call and the Relationship Executive arrives within six hours.
Lower premium: To incentivize cooperative banks and milk societies to tryCLIENT
RFID, VALUE
IFFCO-TOKIO offered discounted premiums
(three to four per cent of sum assured) as compared to market rates of five to seven per cent.
Reduction in transaction costs: IFFCO-TOKIO bears all costs of the veterinarians including issuing post-mortem and health
certificates. This is a major improvement for clients because previously the cost of the health certificate or post-mortem could
equal 50 to 60 per cent of the annual premium. IFFCO-TOKIO has negotiated lower fees with the veterinarians per tagging
as it offers them multiple tagging per visit. IFFCO-TOKIO does not mind bearing the costs as it provides greater control over
the veterinarians and reduces the chances of collusion between farmers and veterinarians.
Value-added services: Knowledge about mortality rates of breeds, for example, is passed to Relationship Executives, who then
educate farmers. IFFCO-TOKIO has also gained knowledge on cattle management, for example how far apart to place
cattle to prevent diseases from spreading. This information is passed to the clients as preventative measures. In certain districts
IFFCO-TOKIO provides deworming tablets. Providing value-added services makes business sense for IFFCO-TOKIO as it
leads to healthier cattle and fewer claims.

The client value assessment was done using the PACE, a client value assessment tool developed by the Facility. Details on PACE are
available at http://www.microinsurancefacility.org/en/thematic-pages/improving-client-value
2
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Table 5: Client value improvements as a result of business decisions
Client value
Change
Client value
dimension
Product
Removal of 50% claim
Crucial risk cover during
Produ
ct
during pregnancy
important stage of the
cattle maturing
Value added services
Healthier cattle
Product
Access and
Experience

Door-to-door service

No need to travel for
enrolment or claims

Cost

Lower premium

Lower cost

Cost

Reduction in
transaction costs
Faster claims
processing

Less money out of pocket

Experience

Get money faster

Business rationale
Simpler policy, easier to
explain during enrolment
Healthy cattle don’t die!
Clients work with IFFCOTOKIO directly. Build brand
over long run for client and
the community
Attracts banks and milk
societies
Ability to choose better
veterinarians
Greater control over fraud.
Involvement in process

IFFCO-TOKIO recognizes that additional client value improvements are still possible. These are discussed in Section 10.
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> MOVING FORWARD
IFFCO-TOKIO chose a product familiar to farmers and distribution partners that was mandatory and sold through a
convenient distribution partner. The rationale was to pilot the product carefully to get a better understanding of the market,
client needs and mortality data. To expand and become viable IFFCO-TOKIO needs to find a way to scale, preferably within
existing areas where it has already invested in the infrastructure.
Having achieved its pilot targets, IFFCO-TOKIO must find a way to manage the expansion of the programme while
maintaining the same level of control over the system. The case highlights the importance of champions across the value chain,
such as IFFCO-TOKIO’s rural team, Relationship Executives and milk cooperative society leaders. Champions are always
important at the start of any project. The challenge is maintaining the involvement of champions and producing new ones as
projects expand. This dependence on people poses one of the main limitations to scaling the project.
The high level of oversight and involvement has resulted in many process and product improvements and greater control over
processes. This will change with scale. Scale not only means more policies, but also new types of distribution channels. It will be
difficult for IFFCO-TOKIO to maintain the same level of control over the process. IFFCO-TOKIO might need to modify its
processes and introduce more decentralized decision-making. It will need to track the variations in the claims and expense
ratios as new approaches are tested. The lower degree of control may be offset by higher premium volume, but this is not
certain, and IFFCO-TOKIO will have to monitor these indicators carefully as it moves forward.
The case is an encouraging example of livestock insurance that can offer much-needed protection to low-income farmers. The
business process refinements and the new technology hold promise. The case shows that, if administered carefully, livestock
insurance has the potential to become viable with scale.

CLIENT VALUE
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ANNEX 1: IFFCO-TOKIO’S MICROINSURANCE PRODUCTS
IFFCOIFFCO-Tokio’s microinsurance portfolio from 2009 to 2012
Product/FY

20092009-2010
GWP
Lives covered
(million)
(million)

20102010-2011
GWP
Lives covered
(million)
(million)

20112011-2012
GWP
Lives covered
(million)
(million)

Sankatharan Bima
Barish/Mausam/Fasal
Bima

96.10

6.40

126.40

8.42

119.70

7.98

59.57

0.07

528.67

0.40

1034.28

0.80

Jan Swasthya Bima

0.00

0.00

7.55

0.04

322.96

1.94

Janta Bima

15.83

0.18

6.59

0.04

10.75

0.05

Jan Suraksha Bima

1.34

0.07

0.74

0.03

2.58

0.17

172.84

6.72

669.95

8.92

1490.26

10.95

Total

Sankatharan Bima Yojana (personal accident insurance)
Personal accident policy covering farmers who purchase IFFCO or IPL fertilizer bags from IFFCO cooperatives of a farmer
service center. The farmer gets free personal accident Insurance cover of INR 4,000 (US$ 85) per bag subject to maximum
liability of INR 100,000 (US$ 2,130) for any one farmer per year.
Barish/Mausam/Fasal
Barish/Mausam/Fasal Bima Yojana (agricultural insurance)
Barish Bima Yojana and Mausam Bima Yojana provide index-based weather insurance. Barish Bima provides cover for
monsoon crops based on a rainfall trigger. Mausam Bima provides cover for winter crops using temperature, rainfall and
humidity triggers. Fasal Bima Yojana provides yield and index-based weather insurance under a government-sponsored
scheme.
Jan/Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (health insurance)
Jan Swasthya Bima is a group health policy. Coverage under the policy includes hospitalization expenses due to disease or
injury. The minimum sum insured is INR 15,000 (US$ 319) with multiples of INR 5,000 (US$ 106) thereafter, with maximum sum
insured of INR 30, 000 (US$ 638) on an individual or family floater basis. Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojanais a governmentsponsored cashless health insurance scheme for below-poverty-line families. The scheme covers hospitalization costs up to INR
30,000 (US$ 638) per year per family. Clients pay a subsidized premiumCLIENT
of INRVALUE
30 (US$ 0.64) per family per year.
Janta Bima Yojana (property and personal accident)
Janta Bima Yojana is a composite product providing property (building and contents) and personal accident cover. The policy
covers damages up to INR 25,000 (US$ 532) for premium of INR 15 (US$ 0.32).
Jan/Mahila Suraksha Bima Yojana (personal accident insurance for farmers and self help groups)
Mahilaand Jan Suraksha Bima Yojana offers death and permanent disability cover to groups such as self-help groups. Groups
with only female members are insured under the name Mahila Suraksha Bima Policy, whereas Jan Suraksha Bima targets
groups of men and women. The policies provide a sum insured of INR 25,000 (US$ 532) for a premium of INR 15 (US$ 0.32).
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ANNEX 2: PASHU DHAN BIMA PROPOSAL FORM
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ANNEX 3: PASHU DHAN BIMA BROCHURES
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ANNEX 4: ENROLMENT FORM

CLIENT VALUE
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ANNEX 5: CLAIMS FORMS
Annex 5.1
5.1 Claim form
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CLIENT VALUE

Annex 5.2
5.2: Spot visit report form

CLIENT VALUE
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Annex 5.3
5.3: Veterinary certificate/postcertificate/post-mortem report
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CLIENT VALUE

MICROINSURANCE INNOVATION FACILITY
Housed at the International Labour Organization's Social Finance Programme, the Microinsurance Innovation Facility seeks to
increase the availability of quality insurance for the developing world's low income families to help them guard against risk
and overcome poverty. The Facility was launched in 2008 with the support of a grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation.
See more at: www.ilo.org/microinsurance

CLIENT VALUE
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